Rehabilitation services at a glance

Protecting your
injured employees
and your bottom line.
At QBE we believe in taking a proactive approach to
rehabilitation. The sooner we get involved, the more we
can do to limit the cost of workplace accidents and claims.

Early intervention
Our focus is on capturing accidents and injuries early –
enabling us to provide the right rehabilitation and claims
support at the right time. This means effective protection
for you, your injured employees, and your claims position.
Our expert team are here to help, to share best-practice
advice and optimise claims outcomes. Partnering with
high-quality, third-party rehabilitation providers we deliver
consistently outstanding rehabilitation support

QBE Return+
At QBE, we understand that a one-size–fits–all approach
won’t fully respond to your absence management and
rehabilitation needs. That’s why our QBE Return+ service is
made-to-measure. We tailor it around any complementary
services you already have in place, such as occupational
health or private medical insurance.
Our expert consultants – all with clinical backgrounds –
work closely with you to create precisely the service
you need – and embed it in your business. So, you get
a bespoke absence management programme that adds
measurable value.

The first step is completing a brief online questionnaire
that helps our specialists ensure we deliver a focussed
holistic service that delivers maximum benefit with
minimum operational friction. We then create a
bespoke service proposal and support you fully in its
implementation.
The benefits of QBE Return+ include:
> D edicated rehabilitation consultant account manager
and resource
> Early access to treatments including physiotherapy,
psychological services, diagnostics, consultant
reviews and minor surgeries
> Management information and proof of value
generated/savings made.

Protecting your injured employees and your bottom line.

Post claim rehabilitation services
Post claim injury

Major incident response

An embedded part of QBE’s claims handling process, our
post claim injury service offers rehabilitation for all types
of personal injury where a claim has been initiated. Our
claims handlers are skilled in referring appropriate cases
to our rehabilitation panel, who then triage every case
to assess what’s required.

Our major incident response service provides immediate
rehabilitation support following a major incident in the
UK or Ireland. Discretion is always employed, at what
can often be a challenging time, advising on how best to
manage physical and psychological injuries immediately
after an incident as well as the weeks and months
following. Our response is tailored to your specific needs
and a rehabilitation support hotline will be set up within
hours of notification.

This could simply be telephonic case management or,
if required, face to face review, or workplace visits and
assessments. Alternatively, vocational rehabilitation may
be appropriate to provide workplace retraining or – with
the most severe injuries – assist with a return to the
maximum level of independent living.
Complex, major and catastrophic claims are also allocated
to a highly skilled, internally assigned QBE rehabilitation
consultant, who will work closely with all involved parties
to find the most positive outcome possible.
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Benefits of rehabilitation
QBE Return and QBE Return+ offer the following benefits:
> An average 13% faster return to work, reducing absence
costs and loss of earnings
> Proven claims savings and cost containment
> Proven employee absence cost savings
> Enhanced management information, 24/7
> Enhanced brand reputation
> Enhanced union and employee relations
> Improved management of risk.

